
 

 

OVERVIEW  

The Crime Scene Response Section is part of the Field Services Laboratory (FSL) of the Laboratory 
Services Bureau (LSB) and is comprised of thirty five (35) Crime Scene Specialists (CSSs), six (6) 
Crime Scene Specialist Squad (Shift) Supervisors, and one (1) Crime Scene Response Unit Section 
Supervisor. The CSRU is organized into six (6) squads that provide 24/7 coverage for crime scenes. 
The mission of the Crime Scene Response Unit is to provide excellence in crime scene processing 
through the application of current forensic techniques utilized in the field, and ongoing innovation, 
in order to provide excellence in forensic science analysis to the criminal justice community in the 
pursuit of making Phoenix the safest major city.  

SERVICE AGREEMENT  

The Crime Scene Response Section provides crime scene investigation and processing services for 
violent crime scenes as well as for scenes requiring complex forensic processing.   The scope of that 
service is defined by the Crime Scene Response Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) and the 
Quality Manual Field Services Addendum. When a work detail requests crime scene service from 
CSR it is understood that any and all responding CSS will adhere to the CSR-SOP’s and all quality 
policies.  

SERVICES PROVIDED  

Photography-  

General scene and specialized photography. Specialized photography includes comparative 
(shoe/tire impressions, latents, tool marks, bite marks, etc.), aerial, available light, painting with 
light, and evidence photography.  

Evidence Collection/Impounding-  

Marking and collection of all types of evidence including general scene evidence, trace evidence, and 
biological evidence.  Crime Scene Specialists identify, collect, package, and impound items from 
crime scenes and follow-up investigations.  

Crime Scene Diagramming-  

Can complete scene measurements for the purposes of completing a computer diagram of the scene 
and location of measured evidence; this includes vehicle diagramming. Diagrams can be used in 
court presentations.  

Report Writing-  

Detailed and descriptive reports are completed in the Laboratory Information Management System 
(LIMS) to include the processing that is completed at each scene.  

Crime Scene Searching-  

Will conduct methodical, systematic, detailed searches of crime scenes. Specialized searches of 
scenes include, but are not limited to, buried body recoveries and post blast scenes. 
Alternate/Forensic Light Sources, metal detectors, and other specialized tools can be utilized in the 
searching of scenes.  

Alternate/Forensic Light Source-  

Can utilize the forensic light source in the search and recovery of evidence at the scene as well as 
the documentation of the evidence through specialized photography (i.e., use of filters).  



 

 

Presumptive/Confirmatory Blood Testing-  

Can perform a presumptive tests for blood utilizing Kastle-Meyer reagent and confirmatory test for 
blood utilizing Hematrace.  

Blood Enhancement-  

Can utilize Bluestar or Luminol in order to search for traces of blood at scenes. These chemicals are 
designed to detect the possible presence of blood that has been cleaned up through various means. 
Can use LCV and Amido Black to enhance bloodstains at scenes in order to obtain additional 
evidentiary detail, such as bloody shoe impressions.  

Bullet Impact Testing-  

Can perform testing on a suspected bullet strikes for the presence of trace elemental copper and 
elemental lead.  

Gunshot Residue-  

Can collect potential gunshot residue from individuals and surfaces.  

Bullet Trajectory Documentation and Analysis-  

Can examine and obtain measurements, and photographically document, bullet trajectories utilizing 
rods, string, and laser enhancement. Examination can include direction of travel, potential 
sequencing of shots, and possible reconstruction of the order of events surrounding the bullet 
strikes.  

Latent Fingerprint Development and Preservation-  

Can process and collect latent fingerprints found at scenes; including the use of traditional black 
powder and magnetic powder. Can utilize chemical enhancements to photographically capture latent 
fingerprint evidence.  

Fingerprinting-  

Can fingerprint individuals, deceased or living, for the purposes of identifying the individual as it 
relates to the scene investigation.  

Electrostatic Dust Print Lifter (EDPL)-  

Can utilize the EDPL in order to obtain 2-dimensional shoeprint impressions, as well as collect 
potential trace evidence from surfaces at the crime scene.  

Casting-  

Can obtain castings of impression evidence using various materials; this includes shoe/tire 
impressions and tool mark impressions.  

 


